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*Jane Eyre* by Charlotte Bronte
MCPS and SHS Resources

**Print (General)**

Use Destiny (the Library Catalog; #7 on computer menu) to search for print resources.

**Print (Specific)**

- Beacham's Guide to Literature for Young Adults, volume(s) 2:686-94
- British Writers, volume(s) 3, 4, and 5
- Critical Survey of Long Fiction, volume 2: 575-582
- Literature and Its Times, volume(s) 2:181-87
- Nineteenth-Century Literature Criticism, volume(s) 3:43-7, 49-50, 52-6, 58-80; 8:51-93; 33:103, 105, 107, 109, 111-12, 117-22, 131, 140, 144, 148, 151;
- Novels for Students, volume(s) 4:159-87
- World Literature and Its Times, volume(s) 4:213-22

**E-Books**

Gale Virtual Reference Library
- Literature and Its Times, volume(s) 2:181-87
- Novels for Students, volume(s) 4:159-87

Salem Press
- Critical Survey of Long Fiction

**Subscription Databases**

Remember – usernames and passwords are provided in a Word Document available on the homepage of your Edline account (look under the Contents heading once you log into Edline).

Get started with -
- EBSCO – Masterfile Premier
- Gale/Cengage – Student Resources in Context